
Into the Bluegrass 

Art and Artistry of Kentucky’s Historic Icons 

In his book Into the Bluegrass: Art and Artistry of Kentucky’s Historic Icons, Dr. Mel Stewart Hankla 

showcases examples of early material culture, knitting high quality images together with stories of early 

frontiersmen who carried names like Daniel Boone and George Rogers Clark. Hankla writes that the 

emergence of art, fine silverwork, elaborate furniture, and dramatic architecture in early America was made 

possible by a culture that had, as its backbone, the iconic Kentucky longrifle.  

The theme of “strength and security as a foundation for art and culture” is established early in the book by the 

words of John Adams in his May 1780 letter to his wife Abigail:  

         “we must study politics and war, so that our children may study geography and agriculture, to give their 

children the right to study painting, poetry, and tapestry.”                                                                 

It is this very tapestry of emerging culture on the frontier, enabled by the security provided by the Kentucky 

longrifle, that Hankla weaves throughout the pages of Into the Bluegrass. 

Artistically designed, the book is rich with pages of full-color detailed photographs of Kentucky longrifles 

intermingled with other utilitarian art forms, artistically combined with stories of the families and individuals 

who made and used these icons.  

Hankla’s crisp and engaging writing style makes for a lively read as he unravels stories like the exploits of 

General George Rogers Clark and his men who in 1777 enlarged our nation by more than double.  

Hankla contends that weaponry like sabers, longrifles, and tomahawks enabled the evolution of the early 

American artistry that graces the pages of Into the Bluegrass: silver ladles, teapots, julep cups, carved and 

inlaid furniture, colorful textiles, fine paintings, and elaborately engraved cow horns to hold the gunpowder 

necessary for the function of the rifles.  

The book also highlights the diverse faces and hands that contributed to life on the early frontier: from Mary 

Polly Hawkins Craig leading the women whose courage helped Bryan’s Station survive a 1782 siege by the 

Shawnee, Delaware, and Wyandotte Indians, to the recognition that was paid to African-American 

frontiersman and freed slave Captain Jack Hart, with Kentucky legislature’s resolution proclaiming “deepest 

respect and admiration, homage and tribute” to Hart for his contributions to early Kentucky.  

Hankla’s book successfully stretches a tapestry of America’s cultural fabric using the exciting stories of 

immigration and westward migration. It’s a colorful, informative, and exciting read that is richly illustrated 

with fantastic photography. 

Into the Bluegrass: Art and Artistry of Kentucky’s Historic Icons can be found at: www.IntoTheBluegrass.net. 
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